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Today, the city of Najaf is a religious tourism hub for Shiites around the world. The city is
home to the sacred shrine of Imam Ali ibn Abi-Talib — the fourth of the Rashidun Caliphs
— built nearly 700 years ago, and hosts the highest Shiite religious authority in the Muslim
world. In this overwhelming Islamic presence, scarce other religious representation can be
found in  the  city,  as  Muslim clerics  ban non-Islamic  symbols  in  holy  cities  like  Najaf,
including Mecca and Karbala, where the building of other kinds of places of worship such
as Christian churches is prohibited. This is an old phenomenon that emerged with the rise of
Islam during  the  seventh  century  forbidding  the  existence of  multiple  religions  in  the
Arabian peninsula.

However, recent archaeological discoveries following excavation works in 2008 show that
this conservative Islamic city so averse to churches is one of the oldest Christian cities in the
world. The remains of a church and a monastery are believed to be the oldest Christian
monuments in Iraq, dating back to the year 270.

Members of the German Archaeological Institute take part in an excavation in the
area of al-Hirah outside the holy Iraqi city of Najaf during a mission to search for
Christian artifacts, Oct. 10, 2015. (photo by HAIDAR HAMDANI/AFP/Getty Images)

Although Najaf province contains over 30 historic Christian sites excavated by American and
German expeditions as well as the Najaf Antiquities Inspectorate between 2007 and 2011,
for ideological reasons, this research has failed to promote any tolerance of non-Islamic
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religious rituals and events that celebrate its ancient history.

For  example,  in  December,  Sheikh  Ibrahim  Saffar,  a  professor  at  the  Najaf  seminary,
demanded  that  a  man  who  wore  a  Santa  Claus  costume  in  Najaf  face  criminal  charges.

In contrast to this rejection of any non-Islamic culture in Najaf,  historians highlight the
presence  of  both  Christianity  and  Islam  in  Najaf.  In  an  interview  with  Al-Monitor,
Najaf history teacher Abd-al-Husayn Ali explained, “This kind of religious extremism toward
other religions is limited to a minor social group,” asserting, “The discovery of Christian
monuments in famous Islamic cities like Najaf is an example of the shared history of Iraqi
Muslims and Christians, proving that Christianity is no stranger to Iraq and Iraqis’ conversion
to Islam should not obscure the fact that many of their ancestors were Christians. This
[recognition should] promote interactions between Muslims and Christians at a time when
the country is facing a fierce sectarian conflict.”

The  predominance  of  Christianity  in  Najaf  before  Islam was  further  supported  by  the
department of antiquities’ discovery of the ruins of a 1,700-year-old monastery in 2012,
linked to the Christian monk Abdul-Masih bin-Boqila. The monk’s tomb was found inside the
monastery, with an epitaph written in ancient Arabic reading, “May God have mercy on
Abdul-Masih.”

Al-Monitor visited the site with Makki Sultani, a writer and researcher specializing in Najaf’s
history.  During the tour,  Sultani  told Al-Monitor about a “plan set up by civil  activists,
academics and volunteering researchers to form a popular  committee with the aim of
preserving the monuments and heritage of this ancient city, home to several Christian and
Islamic sites.”

While taking pictures of this Christian monument reduced to crumbling ruins, blown by the
wind and disappearing under the sand, Sultani said, “We rely on activists in the cultural and
historical  fields  to  save  these  important  historical  edifices  that  are  gradually  disappearing
and constantly in danger of destruction due to official negligence and individuals’ ignorance
of the historical significance of these sites.”

According to Sultani, “The most imminent danger to these historical ruins is the lack of
funds  to  sustain  them.  And  even  when  they  are  available,  bribery  results  in  corrupt
contractors with no experience in preserving historical sites looking to embezzle the money
allocated for the efforts through shoddy renovations.”

While guiding the way around the ruins of the monastery, Sultani revealed, “The monastery
was turned into a gas station through negligence and corruption.”

Sultani pointed out a Christian cemetery, surrounded by sand and groundwater and left
vulnerable  to  pillagers.  He  said,  “People  living  in  neighboring  areas  rummage  these
monuments looking for valuable collectibles like gold coins and ancient artifacts.”

Sultani  led us to  a  Babylonian temple,  where he said,  “This  was authenticated by an
inscription that was traced back to Nebuchadnezzar [605-562 BCE]. It was carved in brick,
which was stolen by the inhabitants of the area to use in building their houses.”

In another example of the degree of negligence that has befallen these great monuments,
Sultani guided our group to a barren area where the ancient city of Al-Hira is believed to
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have prospered. The site, dating back to the third century, is dotted with holes from illegal
excavation work. There were dozens of graves in which dirt and garbage bags have piled up
after looters dug into them and left them open.

Next to this lot stands a residential neighborhood. Sultani said, “These houses were built on
top of the ruins of the historic al-Sudair castle, erected by al-Numan ibn al-Mundhir between
403 and 430 CE.” The area is covered with hills believed to be remnants of the surroundings
of the Castle of  Khawarnaq, which was excavated by a British expedition from Oxford
University in 1931.

A notable example of Iraq’s Christian religious heritage, this Christian historic site in Najaf is
of  even  greater  significance  amid  a  wave  of  religious  extremism  fueling  violence  and
threatening coexistence. Just as Muslims enjoy a strong presence in Iraq, these Christian
monuments found in an Islamic city stand as an indisputable proof of the shared history of
the people of Mesopotamia. Both Muslims and Christians have to work hand in hand to
rebuild these sites and promote religious tourism that would attract Muslim and Christian
pilgrims from around the world.

As  part  of  a  step  to  rehabilitate  these  religious  and  historic  sites,  in  2012,  Iraq’s
Endowments of  the Christian and Other Religions Divan unveiled a plan to reconstruct
historic churches in Baghdad and other provinces. Although a long time has passed since
this plan was announced, there are no signs of rehabilitation or reconstruction at Najaf’s
historic sites.

Translated by: Mohammad Khalil

Wassim Bassem is an Iraqi journalist who tracks social phenomena in investigations and
reports for various media outlets, including Al-Esbuyia, Bab Nour and Elaph.
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